
Well, these
new tanks are 

just such a clean 
hit with great 

lighting and spa 
facilities

You are
so shiny
today,
Lucy 

The beautiful and functional
full-service solution for pet shops

Anything from
individual units to
fully installed retail outlets

Selling to the retail tra
de

and wholesalers 



I feel
really comfy
in this cage.

Modern and flexible shopsystem based
on a long experience

The solution that
covers all your needs
Whether you are looking for a complete renovation 
or a minor update, Display4Pets will be the right 
choice for you. There are many reasons why …
 
There are many practical benefits:
 Display4Pets is easy to add to as required.
 The shelving units will also accommodate your  
 own tanks and cages.
 You can combine bird and rodent cages with
 terraria as required.
 Quick delivery is guaranteed as products are  
 standard components which we carry in stock.
 You have the option to customise your system  
 with your own choice of colours (also special  
 retail chain colours).
 The system is specifically designed to be easy
 to clean.

If they could, the animals would thank you for 
choosing Display4Pets:
 Animal welfare is a key factor of the design.
 The design allows for sufficient space for the  
 animals irrespective of size and species.
 Filters and other accessories for the tanks create  
 optimum water conditions. 

 You have the option to customise the lighting
 according to the species of animals.
 The tanks and cages are easy to access, causing  
 minimum stress to the animals.

Buy individual components and combine them
as required
You can order individual components from
the Display4Pets range and install them
yourself to fit in with your existing displays.
This can be a very practical and
cost-effective way of upgrading sections
of your shop.

We have examples of shops increasing
their sales of fishes by as much as
50–75% by merely replacing
their tank shelving units for
our upgraded version.

There are many other
advantages to choosing Display4Pets.
Please contact us for more information.
See more at www.display4pets.com
 

Display4Pets is a unique retail/wholesale display 

system developed by Akvastabil, which is a Dan-

ish specialist with more than 40 years of experi-

ence in the field. 

It is a flexible system built from standard com-

ponents which may be combined as required. 

Therefore, Display4Pets is suitable for all retail 

and wholesale environments, either as complete 

systems or in combination with existing solutions. 
 

Functional and versatile
The Display4Pets range includes fish tanks and bird 
cages as well as rodent cages and terraria which 
may be combined as required in one shelving unit. 
The animals are not only comfortable in the cages, 
they are also brilliantly displayed. 
In addition, our system is very easy to maintain and 
has a long service life.
In other words, Display4Pets is a good investment, 
both financially and in terms of animal welfare. 

We also provide help and advice
We provide assistance and consultancy services at 
every stage of the process, from the initial drawings 
to completed installation when all is ready for the 
animals to move in.
Our consultants have many years of experience and 
will be able to help you elaborate on and realise 
your dream about a better, more beautiful and
functional shop.

You can order anything from individual units to fully
installed solutions. We would be happy to help you
design your specific solution.

The Display4Pets 
system is functional, 

flexible and easy to 
assemble and there 

are numerous
possibilities.

A standard
solution created 
to be customised

From individual units to complete shop display systems



Full-service solution
– even when it comes to accessories
 
 

AkvaStabil       Ole Rømersvej 12      6100 Haderslev      Denmark

Telefon +45 7452 4242       E-mail: info@display4pets.com       www.display4pets.com

A wide range of accessories completes the
Display4Pets system.

We provide both LED and traditional fluorescent 
tubes to display the animals in the best possible 
way and to consider the aesthetics of the environ-
ment as a whole, the general functionality of the 
system and running costs.

In addition, our range includes several types of fil-
tration systems for both fresh and salt water which 
ensure optimum living conditions for the fishes. 
A variety of backgrounds, coral displays and much 
more complete the overall appearance, making your 
shop attractive and welcoming to customers. 

Please visit our website for full details of our solu-
tions and accessories and/or contact us to take 
advantage of our extensive experience in the field 
and let us assist you choosing the very best solution 
for your shop and your animals. 

  

Please do
not hesitate to 
contact us for
a free quote 

without
obligation. 
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